Introduction
============

Phylogeny and Evolution of Passeriformes
----------------------------------------

Among avian orders, Passeriformes were subjected to the most explosive radiation, which resulted in at least 6,321 currently described species ([@evz209-B32]). They constitute as many as 60% of all bird species. According to recent analyses, passerines originated and diversified in Australo-Pacific at the beginning of Cenozoic ([@evz209-B97]; [@evz209-B64]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B123]; [@evz209-B144][@evz209-B143]; [@evz209-B116]), later than the end of Cretaceous, as was previously assumed ([@evz209-B45]; [@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B2]; [@evz209-B44])---see [supplementary material, Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for a more detailed description and discussion about the evolution of Passeriformes. Many climatic and geologic events, for example, Oligocene glaciation and inundation of New Zealand, influenced the dispersal and diversification of passerines ([@evz209-B116]). Acanthisitti (or Acanthisittia), an endemic New Zealand group, was the first lineage diverged from all other passerines classified into Eupasseres, which next split into two suborders, the Suboscines (or Tyranni) and the Oscines (or Passeri). The former group evolved in Western Gondwana including Antarctica and South America, whereas the latter in the Australian region.

Suboscines diversified into two infraorders: Tyrannides, inhabiting Central and South America ([@evz209-B115]), and Eurylaimides, widespread in Africa, Madagascar and Southeast Asia, with one family known from South America and fossils found in Europe ([@evz209-B98]; [@evz209-B110]). Oscines, representing nearly 80% of all passerine diversity, are typically divided into two parvorders: Corvida and Passerida (or Eupasseri) ([@evz209-B146]; [@evz209-B8], [@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B45]), but other groups are also distinguished: Basal Oscines (the earliest diverged lineages), Corvoidea (or core Corvoidea, the main group of Corvida), and Transitional Oscines (or Basal Passerida) ([@evz209-B67]; [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B144]). Passerida is a monophyletic group related with paraphyletic Corvida. Basal and Transitional Oscines (also paraphyletic and restricted to the Australian-Oceanian region) are early diverged lineages of all Oscines and those related to Passerida, respectively. Corvoidea and Passerida expanded most probably from Australasia to Eurasia and next to Africa and Americas ([@evz209-B144]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]).

The rapid radiation of passerine lineages caused that the deep relationships in phylogenetic trees are poorly or inconsistently resolved across various approaches. The most extensive global avian phylogenies including a substantial number of Passeriformes were based on 259 nuclear genes and 44 passerine taxa ([@evz209-B123]) as well as 1,156 nuclear genes and 99 passerine taxa ([@evz209-B29]). A comprehensive genome-scale analysis included 4,155 ultraconserved loci from 104 oscine passerines ([@evz209-B111]) and 4,060 also ultraconserved nuclear genes from 209 suboscine and oscine passerines ([@evz209-B116]). Phylogenetic analyses focused on Passeriformes were carried out also with various combinations of markers and taxa, for example, 2 nuclear genes and 144 taxa ([@evz209-B9]), 7 nuclear genes and 55 taxa ([@evz209-B44]), and 4 nuclear and 5 mitochondrial genes from 1,119 taxa ([@evz209-B144]). Two studies involved 125 ([@evz209-B7]) and 102 complete mitochondrial (mtDNA) genomes ([@evz209-B51]).

The latter approach seems especially promising because the mitochondrial markers show a variable evolutionary rate, which is between slowly evolving exons and rapidly changing introns ([@evz209-B51]). Moreover, the relatively rapid evolutionary rate of mitochondrial sequences may lead to accumulation of mutations along short internodes in phylogeny, where relevant information from nuclear markers may be limited ([@evz209-B156]). It was shown that mitogenomes retain important phylogenetic information in the case of passerines and performed well in recovering relationships at multiple hierarchical levels ([@evz209-B7]). Only transitions in the third codon position revealed some level of saturation. However, their influence on the phylogenetic tree reconstruction was negligible, probably due to compensating effect of the applied partitioning model ([@evz209-B7]). In fact, more complex substitution models often improve phylogenetic trees based on mitochondrial sequences and produce accurate trees ([@evz209-B21]; [@evz209-B88]; [@evz209-B156]).

Moreover, the mtDNA genes are located on one molecule and are inherited together ([@evz209-B106]; [@evz209-B14]). Thus, the individual markers should bear the same phylogenetic signal. It contrasts with nuclear genes which are more susceptible to incomplete lineage sorting and hidden gene paralogy ([@evz209-B106]; [@evz209-B93]; [@evz209-B118]; [@evz209-B54]; [@evz209-B96]; [@evz209-B46]; [@evz209-B81], [@evz209-B80]). Such nonorthologous genes can cause disagreement between gene and species trees. Thereby, it is reasonable to include mtDNA markers in phylogenetic analyses because they can provide consistent trees with well-resolved deep nodes as well as between later diverged clades. Much better results are obtained when concatenated alignments of many mitochondrial genes are used than those based on single markers due to a greater probability of stochastic errors in the latter case ([@evz209-B136]; [@evz209-B105]; [@evz209-B132]; [@evz209-B141]; [@evz209-B172]; [@evz209-B38]; [@evz209-B155]; [@evz209-B82]; [@evz209-B59]). In agreement with that, quite well-resolved phylogenies based on avian mitogenomes were also received by many authors ([@evz209-B149]; [@evz209-B117]; [@evz209-B121]; [@evz209-B103]; [@evz209-B161][@evz209-B156]).

Duplications in Mitochondrial Genomes
-------------------------------------

Mitochondrial genomes have become interesting also because of their compact structure and organization as well as their relation to main transitions in animal evolution ([@evz209-B86], [@evz209-B85]). Contrary to the previous view assuming that vertebrate mitogenomes are highly conserved in terms of the gene content and order ([@evz209-B31]; [@evz209-B16]), more and more data, also about Aves, indicate that the control region (CR) with neighboring genes can be subjected to tandem duplications and subsequent degenerations of the duplicated copies. The mitogenomes containing such duplication were found in many avian orders: Accipitriformes ([@evz209-B49]), Bucerotiformes ([@evz209-B139]), Coraciiformes ([@evz209-B62]), Cuculiformes ([@evz209-B122]; [@evz209-B117]; [@evz209-B165]), Falconiformes ([@evz209-B49]; [@evz209-B137]; [@evz209-B37]; [@evz209-B164]; [@evz209-B153]), Gruiformes ([@evz209-B3]), Pelecaniformes ([@evz209-B174]), Phoenicopteriformes ([@evz209-B107]; [@evz209-B91]), Piciformes ([@evz209-B49]), Procellariiformes ([@evz209-B1]; [@evz209-B49][@evz209-B50], [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B90]), Psittaciformes ([@evz209-B40]; [@evz209-B142]; [@evz209-B39]; [@evz209-B160][@evz209-B162]), Strigiformes ([@evz209-B57]), Suliformes ([@evz209-B109]) as well as Passeriformes ([@evz209-B104]; [@evz209-B11]; [@evz209-B4]; [@evz209-B147]; [@evz209-B26]; [@evz209-B33]; [@evz209-B166]; [@evz209-B25]).

It is commonly assumed that the mitogenomic duplications are derived states and occur independently in many lineages of a given order, for example, parrots and passerines ([@evz209-B104]; [@evz209-B4]; [@evz209-B142]; [@evz209-B39]; [@evz209-B25]). However, such a view can result from the usage of the standard polymerase chain reaction strategy that misses the duplication. Therefore, an appropriate methodology should be applied and gene orders should be reassigned in many mitogenomes ([@evz209-B49]; [@evz209-B147]). In agreement with that, reanalyses of some crane, passerine and ardeid mitogenomes ([@evz209-B147]; [@evz209-B174]; [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B3]) showed the existence of duplicated regions, although previously the single version was found. Moreover, the appropriate approach revealed that duplication was the ancestral rather than derived state for parrots ([@evz209-B162]). Taking into account this finding as well as that Psittaciformes and Passeriformes are sister groups ([@evz209-B42]; [@evz209-B55]; [@evz209-B152]; [@evz209-B64]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B123]), we can assume that the mitogenomic duplication was also plesiomorphic for passerines. Therefore, the aim of this study was to obtain a robust phylogeny of Passeriformes based on mitochondrial genomes and mapping on it the presence and absence of the mitogenomic duplications to verify the concept about their ancestry and reconstruct the evolution of the duplicated regions. We also included the mitogenomes of Falconiformes in this study, because this avian group constitutes an order related to Passeriformes ([@evz209-B42]; [@evz209-B55]; [@evz209-B152]; [@evz209-B64]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B123]), so is important in the determination of ancestral state in the latter. Psittaciformes and Passeriformes are considered sister to each other and form a group named Psittacopasserae, which in turn is sister to Falconiformes, so all three orders are lumped together under the name Eufalconimorphae ([@evz209-B152]). Thanks to the comparison of passerine mitogenomes with those in parrots and falcons, we were able to present the evolution of duplications in these genomes in much broader context. The phylogenetic analyses based on almost 300 passerine mitogenomes also enabled us to obtain better resolved relationships with taxonomic implications.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Phylogenetic Analyses
---------------------

Phylogenetic relationships between passerines were inferred using all available 294 complete mitochondrial genomes of Passeriformes ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and 5 representatives of Psittaciformes used as an outgroup: *Coracopsis vasa* ([KM611468.1](KM611468.1)), *Myiopsitta monachus* ([KM611471.1](KM611471.1)), *Nestor notabilis* ([MH133967.1](MH133967.1)), *Nymphicus hollandicus* ([MH133968.1](MH133968.1)), and *Psittacus erithacus* ([KM611474.1](KM611474.1)). The sequences were downloaded from the GenBank database. From the mitogenomic records, we selected sequences of 13 protein coding genes (PCGs), 12S and 16S rRNAs, as well as 22 tRNAs. Phylogenetic analyses of CR comprised five sets: Suboscines, Turdidae, Petroicidae, Sylvioidea, and Falconiformes ([supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The sequences were aligned in MAFFT using a slow and accurate algorithm L-INS-i with 1,000 cycles of iterative refinement ([@evz209-B73]). The resulted alignments were edited manually in JalView ([@evz209-B167]) and sites suitable for phylogenetic study were selected in GBlocks ([@evz209-B154]). The concatenated alignment of mitochondrial genes consisted of 15,307 bp, whereas the CR alignments contained 694--1,175 bp ([supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

Three phylogenetic approaches were applied to infer evolutionary relationships between passerines: the maximum likelihood (ML) method in IQ-TREE ([@evz209-B114]), as well as two Bayesian analyses, in MrBayes ([@evz209-B134]) and PhyloBayes ([@evz209-B84]). In order to check the necessity of using separate nucleotide substitution models for the mitogenomic data, we considered 63 potential partitions, that is, 3 codon positions for each individual PCG and separate partitions for each of the RNA genes ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

The ModelFinder program associated with IQ-TREE ([@evz209-B27]; [@evz209-B71]) provided three substitution models for the defined partitions of the mitochondrial gene set ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For the CR alignments, we selected the best one-partition model ([supplementary table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In IQ-TREE, we applied Shimodara--Hasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio test (SH-aLRT) assuming 10,000 replicates and nonparametric bootstrap with 1,000 replicates. In the tree search, we used more thorough and slower NNI search.

In MrBayes analyses of the mitogenomic set, we assumed 26 substitution models for the appropriate partitions according to the results of PartitionFinder ([@evz209-B83]) using BIC criterion for the model selection ([supplementary table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). However, we applied mixed models rather than fixed ones to specify appropriate substitution models across the large parameter space ([@evz209-B63]), but the models describing heterogeneity rate across sites were adopted according to PartitionFinder. In the case of CR sets, we assumed the mixed models and the heterogeneity rate across sites described by the discrete gamma model according to results of jModelTest 2.1 ([@evz209-B35]). Two independent runs starting from random trees, each using 32 Markov chains, were applied for the mitogenomic set. For the largest set of CRs from Sylvioidea, we assumed eight Markov chains and for the rest CR sets, four chains. The trees were sampled every 100 generations for 40,000,000 generations for the mitogenomic and Sylvioidea CR set, and for 10,000,000 generations in the case of the other CR sets. In the final analysis, we selected trees from the last 4,285,000 to 20,749,000 generations (depending on the alignment set) that reached the stationary phase and convergence, that is, when the standard deviation of split frequencies stabilized and was much below the proposed 0.01 threshold.

In PhyloBayes, we applied the CAT + GTR + Γ model and the number of components, weights, and profiles of the applied model were inferred from the data. Two independent Markov chains were run for 100,000 generations with 1 tree sampled for each generation. The last 75,000--95,000 trees (depending on the alignment set) from each chain were collected to compute posterior consensus trees after reaching convergence, when the largest discrepancy observed across all bipartitions (maxdiff) was below the recommended threshold 0.1.

The gamma-distributed rate variation across the sites was approximated by five discrete rate categories in Bayesian approaches. Tip-to-root distances for Sylvioidea and Paroidea were calculated in TempEst ([@evz209-B126]). Trees were edited in FigTree ([@evz209-B125]) and TreeGraph ([@evz209-B151]).

The data about the presence and absence of duplication in the passerine mitogenomes were mapped on the MrBayes tree using Mesquite ([@evz209-B94]). The lack of data about the duplication was coded as missing data. We applied maximum parsimony (MP) and ML reconstruction methods. In the latter case, we used Mk1 model (Markov k-state 1 parameter model) because it fit the data better according to AIC criterion than the alternative AsymmMk model (asymmetrical Markov k-state 2 parameter model).

Other Bioinformatic and Statistical Analyses
--------------------------------------------

The normalized differences in complementary nucleotides were measured as AT-skew = (A − T)/(A + T) and GC-skew = (G − C)/(G + C) ([@evz209-B119]; [@evz209-B127]). These parameters were calculated for the L-strand sequence of complete genomes, as well as for all PCGs and 4-fold degenerated (4FD) sites. The composition of sites in the *ND6* gene, whose sense strand is located in the genomic H-strand, was determined from the complementary L-strand. We analyzed in this way complete mitogenomes from 10 Falconiformes, 271 Passeriformes (71 with the duplicated region and 200 with the single version), and 47 Psittaciformes (23 with the duplicated region and 24 with the single version). The data for parrots were taken from [@evz209-B162].

The program water from EMBOSS package ([@evz209-B130]) based on the Smith--Waterman algorithm was used to calculate the local alignment of two CR sequences.

The data on body mass (*M*) and basal metabolic rate (BMR) for Passeriformes were collected from AnAge database (<http://genomics.senescence.info/species>) and various references ([@evz209-B56]; [@evz209-B34]; [@evz209-B158]; [@evz209-B129]; [@evz209-B99]; [@evz209-B169]; [@evz209-B171]; [@evz209-B95]; [@evz209-B101]; [@evz209-B138]; [@evz209-B89]; [@evz209-B10]; [@evz209-B23]). We averaged values from various sources and expressed BMR in watt (W). After extensive literature survey, we found information for 11 passerines containing the duplicated region in their mitogenome and for 53 passerines without this region, 38 of them have *M* in the range of the first set ([supplementary table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The relationship between BMR and *M* was modeled using the linear model log~10~(BMR) = *a* × log~10~(*M*) + *b*.

In order to check if the analyzed variables are normally distributed, we used the Shapiro--Wilk test. The homogeneity of variance across the studied groups was verified with the Levene test. Because these assumptions were not fulfilled, the nonparametric unpaired Wilcoxon--Mann--Whitney tests was applied in the comparison of the length of single versus duplicated CRs, body mass, and BMR of the two groups of passerines as well as tip-to-root distances in the MrBayes subtree between Sylvioidea (with duplicated CR) and Paroidea (without duplicated CR), whereas the Dunn's test following Kruskal--Wallis test was used in the multiple comparisons of the CR lengths as well as AT- and GC-skew between three bird orders. In this multiple testing, *P* values were corrected using the Benjamini and Hochberg method. Body mass-specific metabolic rate (BMR/*M*) as well as the ratio of the logarithm from average maximum life span to the logarithm from body mass of the passerines with duplicated and single CR was compared in *t*-test. The paired Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction was applied in the comparison of the length distribution between two duplicated CRs within a given avian order. The null hypotheses were rejected at the 0.05 level. The statistical analyses were carried out in R package 3.5.1 ([@evz209-B124]).

Results and Discussion
======================

Phylogenetic Relationships between Passerines
---------------------------------------------

### Quality of Phylogenetic Inferring and High-Level Relationships

Despite the huge data set consisting of 299 taxa and 15,307 characters, we applied partitioned substitution models and 3 advanced approaches, 2 Bayesian in MrBayes and PhyloBayes as well as the ML in IQ-TREE. We decided to use the latter instead of faster and commonly used RAxML/ExaML or FastTree because IQ-TREE turned out to outperform the other programs in various tests ([@evz209-B175]). The three approaches produced very consistent well-resolved tree topologies. The consensus cladogram of three methods is presented in [figure 1](#evz209-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, whereas the phylogram calculated in MrBayes in [figure 2](#evz209-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. As many as 90% and 88% out of all 296 nodes obtained posterior probability (PP) \>0.95 in MrBayes and PhyloBayes, respectively. Only two and seven nodes were supported with PP smaller than 0.5, respectively. In consequence, the average PP was 0.98 and 0.97 for the resolved nodes in MrBayes and PhyloBayes. In the case of IQ-TREE, 82% of nodes received support larger than 95 in SH-aLRT approach and 81% of nodes were supported by bootstrap percentage (BP) \>75. Only 20 and 28 nodes obtained values smaller than 50. The average values of SH-aLRT and BP were 97 and 94, respectively. The applied methods reproduced the same deep nodes, most of which obtained very high support values.

![---The simplified consensus cladogram of three trees obtained in MrBayes, PhyloBayes, and IQ-TREE based on passerine mitogenomic genes. Representatives of Psittaciformes were used as an outgroup. The values at nodes, in the following order N/MB/PB/SH/BP, indicate the number of trees containing a given node (*N*), posterior probabilities found in MrBayes (MB), and PhyloBayes (PB) as well as SH-aLRT (SH) and nonparametric bootstrap (BP) percentages calculated in IQ-TREE. The posterior probabilities \<0.5 and the percentages \<50% were omitted or indicated by a dash "-." Two distinct classifications of Passeriformes at the medium taxonomic level were presented. B. Osc., Basal Oscines; Trans. Osc., Transitional Oscines. See [supplementary figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for the full tree with species and family names as well as support values for all nodes.](evz209f1){#evz209-F1}

![---The phylogram obtained in MrBayes based on passerine mitogenomic genes. Representatives of Psittaciformes were used as an outgroup. See [supplementary figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for the full tree with species and family names as well as support values.](evz209f2){#evz209-F2}

The relationships between the high-level groups of Passeriformes, that is, Acanthisitti, Suboscines, and Oscines, and their main subgroups are consistent with the results of other authors ([@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B7]; [@evz209-B44]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B123]; [@evz209-B144]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]), but we received much higher support by more methods in many cases. See [figures 1](#evz209-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#evz209-F2){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary figures S1 and S2, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for phylogenetic trees based on the complete mitochondrial genomes and [supplementary material, Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for a more detailed description and discussion of the obtained phylogenies. Below we focused on differences and controversial groupings.

### Relationships among Corvides and Transitional Oscines

Earlier diverged lineages of Corvides, that is, Campephagidae, Oriolidae, and Vireonidae, were significantly grouped in all three methods applied by us (PP~MrBayes~ = 1, PP~PhyloBayes~ = 0.99, aLRT = 99, BP = 81). These relationships differ from other phylogenies in the position of Campephagidae, which created a separate lineage ([@evz209-B70]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]). Oriolidae and Vireonidae were separated in our analyses, as in [@evz209-B9] and [@evz209-B29], but unlike others ([@evz209-B67], [@evz209-B70]; [@evz209-B2]; [@evz209-B44]; [@evz209-B144]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]). *Mohoua* clustered in all three trees (PP~MrBayes~ = 0.98, PP~PhyloBayes~ = 0.93, aLRT = 72, BP = 61) with the highly supported clade including Rhipiduridae, Monarchidae, Laniidae, and Corvidae ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). According to other authors, *Mohoua* diverged after Campephagidae and before the divergence of the mentioned families ([@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]), or even earlier ([@evz209-B2]; [@evz209-B29]).

The position of the Transitional Oscines depends on the method used. The earliest diverged lineage included Melanocharitidae as well as the clade of Notiomystidae and Callaeidae in IQ-TREE and MrBayes, but in the PhyloBayes tree, Callaeidae branched off first. Unfortunately, these relationships were not highly supported ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) but were also obtained for selected taxa in most approaches applied by [@evz209-B7]. Notiomystidae and Callaeidae were also grouped in the trees received by [@evz209-B144] and [@evz209-B116], but Melanocharitidae was sister to the rest Transitional Oscines and Passerida. However, all three methods used by us showed with high support (PP ≥ 0.98 and aLRT ≥ 97) that Petroicidae diverged before Picathartidae, as in [@evz209-B144]. It contrasts with other results, in which the order was reversed ([@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B12]; [@evz209-B67]) or these families were grouped together ([@evz209-B69]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]).

The closer relationship of Picathartidae with Passerida was interpreted that the ancestor of the latter evolved in Africa ([@evz209-B12]; [@evz209-B68]; [@evz209-B69]), because the majority of picathartes live on this continent. The opposite view assumes that Australasian Petroicidae is sister to Passerida, which then inhabited continental Asia from Australia ([@evz209-B8][@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B66]). However, a member of Picathartidae, *Eupetes macrocerus*, inhabits Southeast Asia, which suggests that picathartes could be originally widespread in Asia and migrated to Africa later. Thereby, the dispersal of the Passerida ancestor from Australia to Asia is also possible under the tree topology obtained in this study. It agrees with the recent estimations of divergence time and biogeographic analyses ([@evz209-B144]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]), see supplemental material, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for discussion.

### Relationships among Passerida

Among Passerida, four main groups can be distinguished: Passeroidea, Muscicapoidea, Sylvioidea ([@evz209-B146]; [@evz209-B43]), and Paroidea ([@evz209-B113]; [@evz209-B5]), but relationships between them depend on the data and methods used.

Our results are consistent with most other analyses based on big data sets ([@evz209-B9]; [@evz209-B7]; [@evz209-B44]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B123]; [@evz209-B144]; [@evz209-B111]; [@evz209-B116]) indicating that alternative topologies are less probable ([@evz209-B66]; [@evz209-B113]; [@evz209-B5]; [@evz209-B173]). Trees obtained by us are also better resolved than those by other authors ([figs. 1](#evz209-F1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#evz209-F2){ref-type="fig"}, and [supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Sylvioidea (sensu stricto) and Paroidea create one significant clade with PPs = 1, aLRT = 99, and BP = 79. Sylvioidea and Paroidea are also very well supported individually (PPs ≥ 0.99, aLRT ≥ 97, BP ≥ 80). The two other groups, Passeroidea and Muscicapoidea (sensu lato) are also significantly clustered with PPs = 1, aLRT = 100, and BP = 95. The former received all four support values maximal and the latter had PP~MrBayes~ = 1, PP~PhyloBayes~ = 0.89, aLRT = 97, and BP = 82.

Relationships among families in our analyses are generally the same as in phylogenomic studies by [@evz209-B111] and [@evz209-B116] except for 1) Hyliotidae, which was sister to other Paroidea and Sylvioidea representatives, but in our trees, this family significantly clustered with Paridae and Remizidae (PP~MrBayes~ = 1, PP~PhyloBayes~ = 0.99, aLRT = 97, BP = 88) and 2) Regulidae, which grouped with Certhioidea, but in our phylogenies, it was sister to Bombycilloidea (PP~MrBayes~ = 1, PP~PhyloBayes~ = 0.97, aLRT = 98, BP = 74).

### Taxonomic Implications

Since the influential work by [@evz209-B146], many classification schemes of Passeriformes have been proposed. Some of them were mentioned in the discussion of the phylogenetic analyses and presented in [figure 1](#evz209-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. Some lineages with the same taxonomic rank are characterized by different genetic differentiation level, and groups with different taxonomic rank can have the same genetic diversity. To assess the lineage variation, we calculated phylogenetic distances (measured as the average number of nucleotide substitutions per site) based on the MrBayes tree between pairs of various lineages and within them ([fig. 3](#evz209-F3){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the divergence between suborders is the largest, whereas between two infraorders of Suboscines slightly smaller. Tyranni parvorders show a larger distance between themselves than parvorders of Passeri, but intraparvordes distances of Tyranni are of the same order as those of Passeri. The distances between and within Passeri parvorders can be arranged in a set of overlapping distributions from the largest to the smallest values. The intergroup distances are located in the first half of this arrangement, whereas the intragroup distances in the second half. As expected, the smallest values are for comparisons within superfamilies.

![---Box-plots of phylogenetic distances (measured as the average number of nucleotide substitutions per site) based on the MrBayes tree between pairs of various passerine lineages and within them. The thick line indicates median, the boxes show quartile range, and the whiskers denote the range without outliers. Trans. Osc., Transitional Oscines; Corvida is considered as in [@evz209-B20], that is, does not include Basal and Transitional Oscines; Muscicapoidea is considered as in the traditional classification, that is, it includes groups, which have the level of superfamily in [@evz209-B20]: Bombycilloidea, Certhioidea, core Muscicapoidea, and Reguloidea; Passerida is considered as in the traditional classification, that is, does not include Transitional Oscines; Sylvoidea s.l. (sensu lato) is considered as in the traditional classification, that is, it includes also Paroidea; Sylvoidea s.s. (sensu stricto) is considered as in [@evz209-B20], that is, it does not include Paroidea.](evz209f3){#evz209-F3}

In the light of our and previous studies, for example, [@evz209-B144] and [@evz209-B116], Basal Oscines and Transitional Oscines are undoubtedly paraphyletic groups. Therefore, Boyd's classification excluding these lineages from Corvida seems reasonable ([@evz209-B20]). Thereby, Corvida becomes monophyletic, whereas the individual lineages of Basal Oscines obtain the rank of parvorders, for example, Menurida and Meliphagida. In this classification, the parvorder Corvida would consist of only one superfamily Corvoidea, if we assume the traditional classification ([@evz209-B146]). Alternatively, according to [@evz209-B20], Corvida is split into several superfamilies, for example, Malaconotoidea, Orioloidea, Mohouoidea, and Corvoidea. We compared the phylogenetic distances calculated between these groups with inter- and intra-superfamilies distances ([fig. 3](#evz209-F3){ref-type="fig"}). If these groups represent the superfamily rank, the distances should be of the same order as between other well-established superfamilies of Passeri. The results, however, are not unambiguous because the distribution of distances between the Corvida groups is located between the distributions of inter- and intra-superfamilies distances. Nevertheless, the median value of the distances between the Corvida groups is closer to that calculated for the distances between other superfamilies. Thus, the superfamily level of these groups could be justified.

In order to avoid the paraphyly of Transitional Oscines, it seems sensible and concordant with the phylogenetic analyses to extend parvorder Passerida by these lineages as in Boyd's classification ([@evz209-B20]), which makes the whole Passerida monophyletic. The lineages of Transitional Oscines are represented in this classification as superfamilies, which corresponds to the phylogenetic distances calculated between them. These distances are comparable to those between other superfamilies of Passeri ([fig. 3](#evz209-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

In terms of the phylogenetic distances as well as tree topology, it is also justified to recognize Paroidea and Sylvoidea as two superfamilies, which was proposed by [@evz209-B5] and [@evz209-B20]. The separation of these groups is also substantiated by their mitogenome organization. All known mitogenomes of Sylvoidea comprise a duplicated region, but none of the Paroidea members (see below). [@evz209-B5] and [@evz209-B20] elevated clades formerly classified into one group Muscicapoidea also to the level of superfamily. This proposition is supported by our comparisons because the phylogenetic distances between these clades (Bombycilloidea, Certhioidea, core Muscicapoidea, and Reguloidea) are in the same range as those between other superfamilies ([fig. 3](#evz209-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The median of these distances is even larger than that calculated for the distances between Passeroidea and these clades of Muscicapoidea considered as a whole.

Duplications in Passerine Mitogenomes
-------------------------------------

### General Characteristic of Rearrangement Types

Mitochondrial genomes with duplicated regions have been found so far in 71 passerines ([supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Two hundred mitogenomes do not have such regions reported and 22 mitochondrial genomes are not completely sequenced, so it is not possible to classify them to one of these groups. In the case of *Acanthisitta chloris*, it is highly probable that duplication exists in its mitogenome because the sequencing of the region from *tRNA-Phe* gene to the CR proved difficult without the cloning of DNA fragments, on account of the presence of repeats and heteroplasmy ([@evz209-B58]). The same explanation refers also to the parrot mitogenome of *Strigops* ([@evz209-B162]). Four types of gene orders can be recognized in Passeriformes. They are presented in [figure 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"} and compared with other gene rearrangements, typical of vertebrates and birds, as well as the most fully duplicated gene order preserved in Psittaciformes and a rearrangement reported in Falconiformes. These two latter avian orders occurred closely related with Passeriformes in many analyses ([@evz209-B42]; [@evz209-B55]; [@evz209-B152]; [@evz209-B64]; [@evz209-B29]; [@evz209-B123]).

![---The comparison of mitochondrial gene orders between *ND5* and *12S rRNA* for a typical vertebrate gene order (*A*), a typical avian gene order (*B*), an ancestral duplicated gene order assuming the tandem duplication of the *cytb* to CR segment (*C*), and rearrangements which evolved by degeneration and/or loss of some duplicated elements in Psittaciformes, Passeriformes, and Falconiformes (*D*). *ND5*, NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 gene; *cytb*, cytochrome b gene; T, tRNA gene for threonine; P, tRNA gene for proline; *ND6*, NADH dehydrogenase subunit 6; E, tRNA gene for glutamic acid; CR, control region; F, tRNA gene for phenylalanine; *12S*, 12S rRNA gene. Pseudogenes are marked by ψ and colored correspondingly to their functional gene copy.](evz209f4){#evz209-F4}

The region that is most often subjected to duplication in Aves contains genes: *cytb*, *tRNA-Thr*, *tRNA-Pro*, *Nd6*, and *tRNA-Glu*, as well as the CR ([fig. 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the complete duplication is very rarely preserved in the considered avian groups. The most complete version with the second copy of *cytb* pseudogenized was found only in four parrots ([@evz209-B162]) and is named in [figure 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"} as GO-FD. The second copy of the control region (CR2) is always slightly longer than the first one (CR1) in these mitogenomes ([fig. 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The average and the range are 1,287 bp (1,243--1,360 bp) and 1,218 bp (1,131--1,322 bp), respectively. The CR sequences show on average 98.6% (98.5--98.8%) identity and 3.9% (1.2--7.9%) gaps in the local alignment ([fig. 6](#evz209-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The more reduced versions of gene rearrangements reported in other Psittaciformes retained the similar parameters for the CRs. The average length of CR2 is 1,452 bp (1,117--1,867 bp) and CR1 is 1,344 bp (619--1,705 bp). The CRs show slightly weaker sequence conservation: 97% (91.9--99.3%) identity and 9% (0.1--58.1%) gaps.

![---Box-plots of the control region (CR) length for Psittaciformes, Passeriformes, and Falconiformes. The thick line indicates median, the boxes show quartile range, and the whiskers denote the range without outliers. Results for various types of CRs and gene orders were shown. Single, CR present in one copy; CR1 and CR2, two copies in one mitogenome; FD, the most fully duplicated gene order preserved in Psittaciformes; I--IV, gene orders found in Passeriformes shown in [figure 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}.](evz209f5){#evz209-F5}

![---Box-plots of the identity percent between two copies of control region in one mitogenome for Psittaciformes, Passeriformes, and Falconiformes. Other explanations as in [figure 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"}.](evz209f6){#evz209-F6}

In two passerine mitogenomes, *Notiomystis cincta* and *Turdus philomelos* ([@evz209-B51]), the second copies of *cytb* gene and *tRNA-Thr* were finally lost but other elements were maintained (GO-I in [fig. 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The CR2 is also slightly longer (1,245 and 1,191 bp) than the CR1 (1,143 and 1,108 bp), respectively ([fig. 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Both regions maintained a very high identity, 99.6% and 99.8% in these two mitogenomes, respectively ([fig. 6](#evz209-F6){ref-type="fig"}).

The majority of Passeriformes, that is, 45 species, have lost in addition to *cytb* and *tRNA-Thr*, the first adjacent copies of *tRNA-Pro*, *Nd6*, and *tRNA-Glu* (GO-II in [fig. 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In these mitogenomes, the second copies of these genes have been preserved and seem to be functional. The length of CR2 is a little larger than that of CR1: 1,230 bp (1,133--1,493 bp) versus 1,111 bp (927--1,279 bp)---[figure 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"}. In only one case, *Tachycineta thalassina*, the CR2 was shorter than the CR1 by 18 bp. The CRs in the GO-II type are also highly conserved with 98% (90.9--99.9%) identity and 2% (0.1--7.7%) gaps ([fig. 6](#evz209-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Such rearrangement type was also found in the parrot *Melopsittacus undulates* with 1,307-bp CR1 and 1,378-bp CR2, showing 95.6% identity and 10.8% gaps.

In the passerine *Leiothrix lutea*, the reduction went further because the second CR lost almost 200 nucleotides at the beginning (GO-III in [fig. 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the preserved region maintained a high sequence identity, that is, 98.3% with 10.4% gaps ([fig. 6](#evz209-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The more advanced level of degradation was reached by 24 mitogenomes of Passeriformes, in which the second copy of CR significantly shortened by 900 bp on average and diverged at the sequence level from the first one (GO-IV in [fig. 4](#evz209-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The average length and ranges of CR2 and CR1 in this type are 312 bp (136--1,136 bp) and 1,207 bp (1,058--2,107 bp), whereas the identity percent is 79% (76.0--85.4%) and gaps is 39% (17.3--50.4%) ([figs. 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#evz209-F6){ref-type="fig"}). This stage is also represented by all ten known mitogenomes of Falconiformes. The CR2 is on average 800 bp shorter than CR1: 599 bp (186--932 bp) versus 1,427 bp (1,122--1,673 bp). These regions show even greater sequence divergence, that is,75% (70.9--82.7%) identity with 48% (42--54.7%) gaps in the local alignment.

Generally, the CRs of Passeriformes (the average 1,215 bp, excluding the highly reduced CR2 in GO-IV) are significantly shorter (*P* \< 0.0002) than in Psittaciformes (1,407 bp) and Falconiformes (1,427 bp, excluding the highly reduced CR2)---[figure 5](#evz209-F5){ref-type="fig"}. The length of the single versions of CR in parrot mitogenomes (1,473 bp) is also significantly greater than CR1 (1,321 bp, *P* = 0.042) but not CR2 (1,422 bp, *P* = 0.073). In the case of passerines, the single CRs (1,238 bp) are significantly longer (*P* \< 0.00002) from CR1 in the gene orders I/II (1,112 bp) and III/IV (1,201 bp) as well as CR2 in GO-III/IV (338 bp) but its length is comparable with CR2 in GO-I/II (1,229 bp, *P* = 0.21). There is a common trend in the shortening of CR1 compared with CR2 in Psittaciformes (1,321 bp vs. 1,422 bp, *P* = 0.0011) as well as in Passeriformes mitogenomes containing the gene orders I and II (1,112 bp vs. 1,229 bp, *P* = 4 × 10^−9^). On the other hand, the falcon mitogenomes and passerine mitogenomes with the gene orders III and IV have a significantly shorter CR2 than CR1: 599 bp versus 1,427 bp (*P* = 0.002), and 338 bp versus 1,201 bp (*P* = 6 × 10^−8^), respectively.

### Phylogenetic Distribution of Rearrangement Types

Using the phylogenetic relationships inferred from mitogenomes, we mapped onto it the presence and absence of the mitogenome duplication ([fig. 7](#evz209-F7){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The four types of rearrangements described in Passeriformes were differently distributed in the tree. The GO-I type could occur independently because it was found in two unrelated lineages: one known representative of Notiomystidae (Callaeoidea, Transitional Oscines), that is, *N.cincta*, and one out of seven species of *Turdus* (Turdidae, core Muscicapoidea), that is, *T.* *philomelos*. The relative completeness of their duplicated region suggests that its duplication could occur quite recently.

![---The MP reconstruction of ancestral states and mapping of mitogenomic duplications onto the phylogenetic tree of passerines with verified presence or absence of the duplication. The parrot and falcon lineages are also included. Gene orders I--IV were marked at appropriate lineages. See [supplementary figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for the full tree with species and family names.](evz209f7){#evz209-F7}

The GO-II is more common and exclusively present in many members of Sylvioidea, sensu [@evz209-B5] and [@evz209-B20], namely all representatives of the families: Acrocephalidae, Aegithalidae, Hirundinidae, Locustellidae, Pellorneidae, and Zosteropidae ([fig. 7](#evz209-F7){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). This gene order occurs also in the mitogenomes of all Leiothrichidae, except for *Leiothrix lutea*, which has the GO-III. One member of Sylvidae, *Sylvia atricapilla* has also the GO-II type, whereas the second, that is, *Sylvia crassirostris* has GO-IV ([@evz209-B147]). The latter type is more widespread because it was also found in the mitogenomes of other Sylvioidea families: Alaudidae, Paradoxornithidae, Phylloscopidae, Pycnonotidae, and Timaliidae, as well as earlier diverged passerine lineages: genus *Petroica* (Callaeoidea, Transitional Oscines) ([@evz209-B33]), *Menura novaehollandiae* (Menurida, Basal Oscines), and Suboscines. Not all these lineages are directly related and are separated by groups with the single CR, so it means that this gene order could occur independently. The presence of the duplicated region in all known Sylvioidea mitogenomes indicates that its common ancestor already had this region. However, species including mitogenomes with one type of duplication do not form one monophyletic clade. Taking into account such distribution as well as that the GO-III and -IV represent more reduced versions, we can assume that they derived independently from the GO-II type due to CR2 reduction, which originally was longer than CR1.

Using ML and MP methods, we deduced the ancestral states for the mitogenome based on the assumed tree topology ([fig. 7](#evz209-F7){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). In the tree, we also included the lineages of Psittaciformes and Falconiformes, which are sister to Passeriformes. For both parrots and falcons, we assumed that the mitogenomic duplication was a plesiomorphic state. In the case of parrots, such assumption is based on the recent analyses of their mitogenomes, especially the discovery of the mitogenomic duplications in the early evolved lineages ([@evz209-B162]). In turn, the supposition of the ancestral mitogenomic duplication in Falconiformes is supported by the presence of the duplication in all known mitochondrial genomes of this order ([@evz209-B49]; [@evz209-B137]; [@evz209-B37]; Wang, Zhang, et al. 2016; [@evz209-B153]).

The two methods consistently showed that the common ancestor of subsequently diverged lineages Eufalconimorphae, Psittacopasserae, Passeriformes, Eupasseres, and Suboscines contained duplication ([fig. 7](#evz209-F7){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The ML method provided the probability *P* \> 0.9999 for this state. The mitogenome of Oscines ancestor also contained a duplicated region with *P* = 0.991. The assumption of an unknown state for *A.chloris* did not change the high probability for the ancestral duplication for Eufalconimorphae, Psittacopasserae, Eupasseres, Suboscines, and Oscines. After the separation of Menurida, the ancestor of its sister lineage most likely lost the duplicated region (*P* = 0.991) and such state was kept in the ancestors of later evolved lineages because the next deep nodes of passerine groups have a larger probability of the single mitogenomic region. However, this region could duplicate again independently in some groups at least four times, that is, Notiomystidae, the ancestor of *Petroica* (*P* = 0.991), the ancestor of Sylvioidea (*P* = 0.991), and one *Turdus* species.

Our results differ from those by [@evz209-B25], who proposed at least six independent duplication events. This discrepancy results from disregarding the data about the groups Falconiformes and Psittaciformes, which are sister to Passeriformes. The authors also obtained in phylogenetic analyses an unexpected position of *A.chloris*, which is not placed basal to the rest of Passeriformes, that is, Suboscines + Oscines, but only to Oscines. Therefore, their analyses showed that the ancestor of passerines had no duplication in its mitogenome. Our conclusions about the evolution of mitogenomic duplications are the same when we take into account the newest tree topology received by [@evz209-B116].

### Phylogeny of Duplicated Regions in Individual Lineages

Analyses of many avian mitochondrial genomes showed that the duplicated regions are subjected to concerted evolution ([@evz209-B6]; [@evz209-B76], [@evz209-B77]; [@evz209-B40]; [@evz209-B1]; [@evz209-B145]; [@evz209-B49]; [@evz209-B78]; [@evz209-B24]; [@evz209-B41]; [@evz209-B109]; [@evz209-B139]; [@evz209-B142]). Under this process, some parts of duplicated regions became very similar or identical, and other parts diverged or degenerated. Predominantly, CRs are prone to homogenization, which is manifested in phylogenetic trees by the common clustering of two paralogous CR copies from the same species (CR1 and CR2). Alternatively, in the case of an ancient duplication, inheritance, and independent evolution of the two copies, we should expect that the corresponding CR regions from different species (CR1s or CR2s), that is, orthologous, are grouped together.

In order to analyze evolutionary relationships between the duplicated CRs in a bigger collection of passerines, we performed a phylogenetic analysis for five selected groups, in which duplications were reported. MrBayes phylograms, including information on the substitution number in individual lineages, are presented in [figures 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}--[10](#evz209-F10){ref-type="fig"}, whereas consensus cladograms of three methods are shown in [supplementary figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. Interestingly, we found two scenarios on CR evolution in passerines.

![---The phylograms obtained in MrBayes based on control regions for Suboscines, Turdidae, and Petroicidae. The blue and red colors correspond to the first and the second copy of CR, respectively. The values at nodes indicate posterior probabilities. The values \<0.5 were omitted. See [supplementary figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for consensus cladograms of three methods.](evz209f8){#evz209-F8}

![---The phylogram obtained in MrBayes based on control regions for Sylvioidea. Other explanations as in [figure 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}.](evz209f9){#evz209-F9}

![---The phylogram obtained in MrBayes based on control regions for Falconiformes. Other explanations as in [figure 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}.](evz209f10){#evz209-F10}

In Suboscines ([fig. 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}), the first and the second CR copies from *Cnemotriccus fuscatus*, *Mionectes oleaginous*, and *Pitta nympha* are separated in the trees. These species represent all two infraorders recognized in Suboscines, Tyrannides, and Eurylaimides, which indicates that the duplication occurred before the divergence of these lineages. The CR2s revealed much greater divergence, that is, the average 1.25 nucleotide substitutions per site (sub/site) in pairwise comparisons, than their CR1s counterparts, that is, the average 0.48 sub/site. However, a concerted evolution must have happened in the *Smithornis sharpie* mitogenome, because its two CRs are clustered together and show the average 0.49 sub/site. However, the CR2 has accumulated two times more substitutions than CR1 since their divergence, that is, 0.34 and 0.16 sub/site, respectively. The single CR of *Thamnophilus nigrocinereus* groups only with the CR1 sequences which suggests that the second copy was lost or was not identified yet in its genome.

The recent duplication of CR occurred in *T.philomelos* but not in other species of this genus ([fig. 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}). These two copies are almost identical (99.8% identity). This duplication is also found in *N.cincta*, whose CRs have 99.6% identity ([@evz209-B51]). However, it is the only representative of Notiomystidae, so further consideration in the context of a wider group is not possible. In turn, the analysis of Petroicidae phylogeny ([fig. 8](#evz209-F8){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the duplication of CR occurred before the differentiation of the current species of *Petroica*. The CR2 copies of these taxa also showed the average number of substitutions per site (0.31) almost two times higher than CR1 versions (0.18). The branch leading from the common ancestor of the two CR copies to the ancestor of CR2 in these species is even more than four times longer than that referring to the ancestor of CR1 (0.58 sub/site vs. 0.13 sub/site).

The evolution of CRs in Sylvioidea is more complicated. The CR phylogenetic tree includes a clearly separated clade grouping exclusively CR2 sequences ([fig. 9](#evz209-F9){ref-type="fig"}). They come from various families: Paradoxornithidae, Phylloscopidae, Pycnonotidae, Sylviidae, Timaliidae as well as Alaudidae, which is the earliest diverged family of Sylvioidea ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These sequences showed more than two and half times higher accumulation of substitutions (1.33 sub/site) than their paralogous CR1 copies (0.50 sub/site). The second clade contains, besides these first copies, also CR1 and CR2 sequences from other members of Sylvioidea. In 35 species or subspecies from many families: Acrocephalidae, Aegithalidae, Hirundinidae, Leiothrichidae, Locustellidae, Pellorneidae, Sylviidae, and Zosteropidae, their paralogous copies of CRs are clustered together ([fig. 9](#evz209-F9){ref-type="fig"}). There are also cases in which CRs of the same type (1 or 2) are more closely related than the copies in the same mitogenome. It concerns two pairs of some species of *Aegithalos*: *Ae. fuliginosus* with *Ae. iouschistos*, and *Ae. caudatus* with *Ae. glaucogularis*. Similarly, CRs from all species of *Zosterops* are split into two clades including the first and the second copy. However, the evolution of CRs can be more complex because, as shown for *Aegithalos*, most of the duplicated regions remain identical within an individual and evolve under concerted evolution, whereas the 5′ and 3′ end of the duplicated CRs are more variable and evolve independently ([@evz209-B166]).

Such phylogenetic relationships between CRs suggest that the duplication occurred before the Sylvioidea radiation or very early in its evolution ([@evz209-B147]). Next, CR2 evolved from CR1 within many individual species lineages at a frequency higher than the rate of speciation during the process of concerted evolution. However, such quick changes have not yet occurred in few cases. For example, the homogenization of CRs proceeded before the emergence of the current *Zosterops* species but not later within these species lineages. An interesting case is represented by *Sylvia*. In one of its species, *Sylvia atricapilla*, the concerted evolution already happened but *Sylvia crassirostris* still has two copies generated in the ancient duplication event, see also [@evz209-B147].

We also compared the number of substitutions per site in the branches leading to the paralogous sequences of CRs present in the same mitogenome and clustered together in the tree. The number was greater in CR2 than CR1 in 17 cases (members of Locustellidae, Pellorneidae, Zosteropidae, and the majority of Leiothrichidae), whereas in 16 cases (members of Aegithalidae, Acrocephalidae, Sylviidae, and the majority of Hirundinidae), it was the opposite. However, there were 15 cases in which the number of substitutions in CR2 was more than twice that in CR1, and only 8 cases of the opposite observation. CR1s and CR2s of *Zosterops* showed a comparable average number of substitutions in pairwise comparison: 0.038 and 0.037 sub/site, respectively. In turn, the CR2s of *Ae. fuliginosus* and *Ae. iouschistos* were diverged to a greater extent than the CR1s as can be seen by the different branch lengths. The branch leading to the CR2 ancestor has 0.0138 sub/site and to the CR1 ancestor, 0.0031 sub/site.

In Falconiformes, we found only one type of CR evolution. The CR sequences created two clades, separate for CR1s and CR2s ([fig. 10](#evz209-F10){ref-type="fig"}). The analyzed falcons represent all two subfamilies recognized in this order, Polyborinae and Falconinae, so we can assume that the duplication occurred before the divergence of the current Falconiformes lineages, see also [@evz209-B24]. The CR2 sequences accumulated 2.7 times more substitutions than CR1 sequences. The average for CR2s is 0.70 sub/site and for CR1s 0.26 sub/site.

### Relationships between Mitogenomic Duplications and DNA Strand Asymmetry

Recent analyses of parrot mitogenomes showed that the presence of duplicated CR regions is related with an elevated compositional asymmetry between DNA strands, which reflects differences in directional mutational pressure associated with replication between the heavy and light strands ([@evz209-B39]; [@evz209-B162]). In order to check this relationship for Passeriformes and Falconiformes, we calculated normalized differences in complementary nucleotides, that is, AT- and GC-skew for the whole genomes, as well as for all PCGs and 4FD sites ([fig. 11](#evz209-F11){ref-type="fig"}).

![---Box-plots of AT-skew (ATs) and GC-skew (GCs) calculated for the entire genome as well as all sites in protein coding sequences (PCGs) and 4-fold degenerate (4FD) sites in mitogenomes with duplicated (D) or single (S) control regions for Falconiformes (Falconi), Passeriformes (Passeri), and Psittaciformes (Psittaci). The thick line indicates median, the boxes show quartile range, and the whiskers denote the range without outliers.](evz209f11){#evz209-F11}

In the case of falcon mitogenomes, we did not have any sample with a single CR region for comparison. However, when compared with parrot mitogenomes comprising the duplicated region, Falconiformes PCGs and 4FD skews were comparable, whereas their genome AT-skew was even significantly higher (*P* = 0.0008) and GC-skew significantly lower (*P* = 0.046) than in the parrot genomes ([fig. 11](#evz209-F11){ref-type="fig"}). All falcon skew parameters, except for the genome GC-skew, were also significantly higher in absolute value than those in parrot mitogenomes without the duplicated CR (*P* \< 0.04). On the other hand, Passeriformes mitogenomes revealed a significantly weaker DNA asymmetry ([fig. 11](#evz209-F11){ref-type="fig"}). It concerned all measures, except for 4FD AT-skew, calculated for the passerine mitogenomes without the duplication and compared with the falcon mitogenomes (*P* \< 0.0002). The difference was also statistically significant (*P* \< 0.013) in the comparison of such Passeriformes genomes with the parrot mitogenomes containing the duplication (in PCGs AT-skew, and all types of GC-skews) and parrot mitogenomes without the duplication (in genome and PCGs GC-skews). The passerine mitogenomes even with the duplicated region were characterized by a weak DNA asymmetry. All skew measures for such mitogenomes were significantly lower in absolute value than those obtained for falcon and parrot mitogenomes containing the second CR (*P* \< 0.043). The genome skews of these passerine genomes showed also smaller absolute values than those in parrot mitogenomes without the duplication (*P* \< 0.0025).

Interestingly, we did not observe any significant difference (*P* \> 0.072) in five out of six skew measures between two types of Passeriformes mitogenomes, with and without the duplication ([fig. 11](#evz209-F11){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, the mitogenomes with the single CR characterized by a significantly (*P* = 0.0008) larger genome AT-skew than the genomes with the duplication. The conclusions about the passerine mitogenomes did not change when we analyzed separately the groups with unreduced (GO-I and -II) and reduced (GO-III and -IV) CRs (data not shown). The parrot mitogenomes showed expected results because the genomes with the duplication had significantly higher DNA asymmetry than the genomes without the additional CR, in 4FD AT-skew (*P* = 0.049) as well as PCGs (*P* = 0.009) and 4FD GC-skew (*P* = 0.008).

Although we cannot exclude that among the passerine mitogenomes without the reported duplication, there are cases with a hidden duplication. They could change the unexpected results for the genome AT-skew. However, the general similarity of the skew measures between the two genome types implies that a potential relationship between the compositional asymmetry and the additional CR copy does not exist in the passerine mitogenomes as it does in parrots.

Because a stronger DNA asymmetry is expected in genomes with slower replication when their H-strand remains exposed to mutations for a longer time ([@evz209-B127]), we can assume that the passerine mitogenomes replicate in a rather similar time irrespective of the additional CR copy.

The compositional strand bias in the mitochondrial genome is mainly caused by a higher rate of substitutions occurring in the parental H-strand during the mitogenome replication. According to the strand-asynchronous or strand-displacement model of mtDNA replication ([@evz209-B131]; [@evz209-B30]), this strand stays for a longer time in a single-stranded state until the replication of L-strand, proceeding on this H-strand as template, is completed. In this state, the H-strand is prone to deamination of C and A. However, additional studies have challenged this conventional replication scheme both in mammals ([@evz209-B61]; [@evz209-B19]) and birds ([@evz209-B128]). According to the new strand-coupled model, DNA replication can start from multiple origins and proceeds bidirectionally until termination occurs in the D-loop region. This replication type still introduces the compositional asymmetry between DNA strands due to the different synthesis mode between leading and lagging strands as in bacterial genomes ([@evz209-B47]; [@evz209-B75]), but the template for the newly synthetized lagging strand stays exposed for a shorter time than the H-strand in the strand-displacement replication. Thus, we can expect a smaller compositional bias in the former case than in the latter. Consequently, the significantly smaller AT- and GC-skew values of passerine mitogenomes can suggest that these genomes replicate according to the strand-coupled model, whereas mtDNA in Falconiformes characterized by a much larger compositional bias is synthetized in accordance with the strand-displacement model. It cannot be excluded that different replication mechanisms operate in various tissues and cell types as well as physiological conditions to ensure appropriate mtDNA copy number, mitochondrial gene expression and, in consequence, energy production ([@evz209-B120]; [@evz209-B100]).

### Relationships of Mitogenomic Duplications with Body Mass and BMR

The presence of two CRs suggests that they can increase the overall number of genome copies per mitochondrion and, in consequence, efficiency of energy production. Therefore, we tested how possessing mitogenomes with a single or duplicated region is associated with BMR as well as body mass (*M*), with which BMR is scaled as a power function ([@evz209-B74]; [@evz209-B168]; [@evz209-B36]; [@evz209-B170]). The comparisons showed that passerines with a mitogenomic duplicated region are characterized by significantly smaller (*P* = 0.024) body mass (median 16.40, average 21.24) than the passerines without such region (median 26.90, average 91.07)---[figure 12](#evz209-F12){ref-type="fig"}. Due to a positive relationship between BMR and *M*, the passerines with a duplicated region showed also smaller BMR (median 0.287, average 0.354) than those without the region (median 0.377, average 0.790), but the difference was not statistically significant (*P* = 0.057). However, the difference in body mass-specific metabolic rate (BMR/*M*) was already significant (*P* = 0.014). The passerines with a duplication have a higher rate (median 17.50, average 18.02) than passerines without duplication (median 13.851, average 14.354).

![---Box-plots of body mass (*M*), basal metabolic rate (BMR), and mass-specific metabolic rate (BMR/*M*) calculated for passerines with duplicated (D) or single (S) control regions in their mitogenomes. *M* and BMR are shown in logarithmic scale. The thick line indicates median, the boxes show quartile range, and the whiskers denote the range without outliers.](evz209f12){#evz209-F12}

Such relations could be expected because BMR shows negative allometric relationship with *M* ([@evz209-B74]; [@evz209-B168]; [@evz209-B36]; [@evz209-B170]). Therefore, we compared linear modeling of log~10~(BMR) ∼ log~10~(*M*) separately for passerines with and without duplicated regions. This analysis demonstrated that the linear function for the first group of birds has a slope by 20% larger than that in the second group, that is, 0.859 ± 0.093 (standard error) versus 0.716 ± 0.022. The intercept was −1.582 ± 0.117 and −1.423 ± 0.037, whereas adjusted *R*^2^ were 0.894 and 0.952, respectively. All coefficients were significant with *P* \< 7E-6. The slope of the function for passerines with two CRs became larger by almost 29%, when was compared with the slope in the function log~10~ BMR = 0.667(±0.065) × log~10~ *M* − 1.362(±0.087) with adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.739, calculated for the species with the single CR and body mass in the range of passerines containing the mitogenomic duplication. The results might suggest that passerines with the mitogenomic duplication can have generally a higher metabolic rate in relation to their body mass than passerines without the duplication. However, additional analyses on much larger data set are necessary to prove this view, because avian BMR can be related with many various factors: phylogeny, season, temperature, habitat, environment, behavior, and migratory tendency, for example, [@evz209-B101], [@evz209-B102]).

Recently, [@evz209-B15] demonstrated for birds that body mass and metabolic rate may increase the overall substitution rate, when there exists a selection for small body and/or population size. It may be associated with greater production of mutagenic oxygen radicals in smaller-bodied organism with higher body mass-specific metabolic rates ([@evz209-B52][@evz209-B53]). If duplicated regions in mitogenomes increase copy numbers of these genomes due to additional replication initiation site, and consequently intensify the production of energy by mitochondria and free radicals as by-products, we could expect higher mutation and substitution rates in such genomes. Interestingly, when we compared tip-to-root distances between two closely related groups, containing the mitogenomic duplications (Sylvioidea) and lacking them (Paroidea), we found that the former group was characterized by a significantly (*P* = 1.3E-7) higher median substitution rate than the latter, that is, 0.396 (lower and upper quartiles, 0.384--0.434) and 0.339 (0.327--0.353), respectively.

### Possible Scenario and Mechanisms for Evolution of Duplicated Regions in Mitogenomes and Their Selective Importance

Because the duplicated CRs are present in some phylogenetic lineages and absent from others, there are two theoretical scenarios for their evolution: 1) the region was duplicated in a common ancestor and next inherited or lost in its descendants or 2) the duplication occurred independently in some lineages. The first possibility could be supported by a common grouping of the corresponding (orthologous) CR regions from different lineages, whereas in the second case, two paralogous CR copies from the same species should be clustered together. However, the duplicated regions can be often subjected to homogenization via concerted evolution, which erases the ancient phylogenetic signal accumulated between the copies since their duplication in the past. In consequence, phylogenetic trees of the duplicated regions inherited from the common ancestor can resemble trees produced under the second scenario and imply multiple origins of the duplication. Studying individual groups of passerines, we actually observed these two ways of CR grouping.

Mapping the presence and absence of duplications onto the phylogenetic tree can help to solve the issue. The occurrence of duplicated regions in the mitogenomes of early diverged passerine lineages and two closely related groups of other avian orders indicates that the common ancestor of Passeriformes could contain a duplication. Otherwise, we should assume at least three independent duplication events in the passerine lineages. The single origin of the duplicated region in a common ancestor was also proposed not only for falcons ([@evz209-B24]) and parrots ([@evz209-B162]) but also for sulids ([@evz209-B109]), ardeids ([@evz209-B174]), and cranes ([@evz209-B3]). The single occurrence of a duplicated region and its inheritance from a common ancestor is also consistent with the view that similar gene arrangements are likely to be shared only as a result of common ancestry because the great number of potentially possible arrangements makes convergence of gene orders less likely ([@evz209-B133]). Accordingly, independent duplications in separate lineages would require a number of identical evolutionary events involving the same pattern of recombination and replication errors as well as duplication and degeneration ([@evz209-B145]; [@evz209-B109]; [@evz209-B174]; [@evz209-B3]).

Taking into account the distribution of duplication in other passerines, five events are the most parsimonious, that is, one loss and four independent occurrences in separate lineages (*N.cincta*, *Petroica*, Sylvioidea, and *T.philomelos*). Alternatively, we could suppose that the duplications found in these four lineages were inherited from an ancestor, whereas other passerine lineages lost the duplicated region. This opposite possibility would require more than ten losses and therefore, it seems statistically less probable based on the current data. However, the presented model postulates that the occurrence and loss of mitogenomic duplication are equally probable. It does not have to be true because of different probabilities of duplications and deletions of DNA fragments in the genomes due to molecular mechanisms. Moreover, the duplication can be favored or disapproved due to selective reasons.

Because the CR seems to be responsible for initiation of transcription and replication ([@evz209-B16]), this region and adjacent genes could be especially prone to duplication. The mitochondrial tandem duplications are mainly caused by replication errors, such as slipped-strand mispairing or asynchrony in the points of initiation and termination of DNA synthesis ([@evz209-B150]; [@evz209-B22]; [@evz209-B112]; [@evz209-B140]; [@evz209-B48]). The replication slippage is often promoted by repetitive sequences. Actually, many CRs in bird mitogenomes contain such types of sequences known as microsatellites ([@evz209-B13]; [@evz209-B135]; [@evz209-B60]). However, it is not clear whether these repeats can stimulate the duplication of a larger genome portion including not only the microsatellite region but also the whole CR and neighboring genes.

More certain is the importance of CR in increasing recombination frequency, which finally leads to homogenization of duplicated CRs ([@evz209-B76], [@evz209-B77]; [@evz209-B78]; [@evz209-B109]; [@evz209-B139]; [@evz209-B174]; [@evz209-B166]). It is postulated that in the 3′ side of the CR, that is, D-loop region, the replication fork stalls ([@evz209-B19]), which causes that the 3′ end of the nascent strand is exposed for a long time until the replication restarts. It makes the nascent strands susceptible to recombination. The strands can be exchanged between two mitogenome molecules or within a single one if two independent replication forks occur, for example, from two CRs. Repair of resultant heteroduplex DNA or secondary replication lead to homogenization of CRs and flanking genes. This mechanism can explain the concerted evolution in many mitogenomes ([@evz209-B78]; [@evz209-B139]; [@evz209-B174]; [@evz209-B166]). Alternatively, the homogenized sequences can occur due to tandem duplication involving replication slippage, but the sequences of the duplicated region would need to be sequentially homogenized in this case ([@evz209-B77]).

Because CRs can be "hot spots" of recombination ([@evz209-B78]), the homogenized CRs are present in many mitogenomes, where the homogenization occurs within individual species lineages at a frequency higher than the rate of speciation or even in every generation ([@evz209-B139]). The identical or almost identical CRs copies were found in species of many avian groups: Psittaciformes ([@evz209-B40]; [@evz209-B39]; [@evz209-B162]), Procellariiformes ([@evz209-B1]; [@evz209-B41]), Pelecaniformes ([@evz209-B28]; [@evz209-B174]), Charadriiformes ([@evz209-B163]), Suliformes ([@evz209-B109]; [@evz209-B50]), Bucerotiformes ([@evz209-B139]), Gruiformes ([@evz209-B3]), Strigiformes ([@evz209-B72]), and also Passeriformes ([@evz209-B51]; [@evz209-B25]). We also reported the concerted evolution of CRs for 35 passerine species. The generation of two identical or very similar copies of CR can be favored by selection because then the replication and transcription started from the CRs can be regulated more effective by the same factors. However, it is interesting that CRs are not always very quickly homogenized because we observed their independent evolution for Suboscines, Petrocidae, and 12 genera belonging to Sylvioidea as well as Falconiformes. It should be noted that the nonhomogenized CRs can be preserved longer than the emergence of a new family. It may be associated with a different mechanism of replication in which the D-loop region is not such a strong barrier for the replication fork.

However, not the entire CR must be subjected to concerted evolution, at least with the same rate. It was found for several avian groups ([@evz209-B40]; [@evz209-B1]; [@evz209-B24]; [@evz209-B109]; [@evz209-B163]; [@evz209-B139]), including passerines ([@evz209-B166]), that the central parts of paralogous CR copies are usually identical or at least more similar in a given species than flanking 5′ and 3′ sections, showing greater variability. It implies that the former parts evolve in concert and the latter independently.

It is generally assumed that many rearrangements in mitochondrial genomes evolve according to the tandem duplication and random loss model, also in birds ([@evz209-B108]; [@evz209-B11]; [@evz209-B17]; [@evz209-B140]; [@evz209-B49]). It postulates that, after duplication, one of the copied elements (gene or CR) becomes a pseudogene or is eliminated from the genome due to mutation accumulation. This process is assumed to be random, so various gene rearrangement can occur. However, nonrandom loss was reported in some insect mitogenomes ([@evz209-B87]). Therefore, it is possible that parallel degenerations of duplicated regions result in the same pattern, which does not have to be explained by independent multiple origins. Such convergent evolution of initially complete gene orders leading to the reduced versions (GO-III and -IV) could occur in at least eight separate passerine lineages. The parallel occurrence of the same derived gene arrangement was also postulated for frog, reptile, and bird mitogenomes ([@evz209-B11]; [@evz209-B92]; [@evz209-B78][@evz209-B79]; [@evz209-B163]).

The existence of duplicated regions in mitogenomes may depend on whether they prove beneficial or unfavorable to an organism. On the one hand, the duplications can be a burden for a genome, because the extra copy can prolong the replication time and increase the energy consumed in the synthesis of the longer genome. Thus, elimination of the duplicated regions should be favored. On the other hand, selection can accept mitogenomes with duplicated regions due to several reasons. Additional CRs can increase the number of replication and transcription events per unit time and efficiency of these processes, and thereby the overall number of genomic and transcript copies per mitochondrion ([@evz209-B76]; [@evz209-B6]; [@evz209-B157]; [@evz209-B159]; [@evz209-B65]). This view is supported by the experiment which showed that human mitogenomes with two CRs reached a higher number than those with one CR in a culturing cell population ([@evz209-B157]). Other study showed that the extra origin of replication does not disturb the function of another and is competent for DNA synthesis ([@evz209-B159]). Thus, this additional CR can give a replicative advantage by increasing twice the opportunity to initiate the replication.

As a result of the more effective replication and the larger number of genome copies, mitochondria can produce energy more intensively. A certain premise to this may be our finding that passerines with two CRs are characterized by a higher metabolic rate in relation to their body mass, but additional biochemical and physiological studies are necessary to confirm the direct relationship between the mitogenomic duplications and more efficient energy production. Nevertheless, [@evz209-B162] found another relationship between duplications in the mitogenome and phenotype, namely parrots keeping two copies of the CR showed morphological features related to more active flight, which is connected with consuming a lot of energy. These parrots were also characterized by larger body mass, which is opposite to that found for passerines. In the latter case, species with the duplication were more lightweight. The difference may be associated with distinct physiology of these avian groups and needs further study.

Global investigations of 92 bird families ([@evz209-B148]) and Psittaciformes as one group ([@evz209-B162]) revealed that species living longer have mitogenomes with the duplicated CR. It was proposed that the additional copies may protect the mitochondrion from loss of function resulting from age related deletions as well as can increase flexibility of mitochondrial response to environmental changes associated with the elevated metabolism ([@evz209-B148]). Based on the data collected by [@evz209-B148] for Passeriformes, we calculated the ratio of the logarithm from average maximum life span to the logarithm from body mass and found that this parameter was larger for the species containing duplicated CR than those with the single one. Mean and standard deviation were 0.84±0.17 (the species number, *N* = 13) and 0.75±0.13 (*N* = 23) respectively, but the difference was not statistically significant (*P* value = 0.14), probably due to poor sampling. Additional analyses are necessary to verify if the relationship between the age and mitochondrial duplications is also valid for passerines.

In summary, the conducted analyses of duplicated regions in mitogenomes of Passeriformes indicate that the primary duplication occurred in the passerine ancestor and independent duplication events were not so frequent in individual passerine lineages, but once they occurred, they were maintained during evolutionary time. In contrast to [@evz209-B18] and consistent with our findings, other authors also postulated that the copied CRs with flanking genes are maintained by recombination for a long time, in the case of mantellid frogs for at least 33 Ma ([@evz209-B78]), cranes for about 34 Ma ([@evz209-B3]), and snakes for at least 70 Ma ([@evz209-B76]). Assuming that the duplication state occurred in the ancestor of Passeriformes and was inherited to the present by the early diverged lineages, we can assume that this state existed in these groups for about 50 Ma, according to the recent estimations of passerine radiation by [@evz209-B116]. However, the duplication state could last even 10 Ma longer if we take into account the presence of the duplication in the common ancestor of Falconiformes, Psittaciformes, and Passeriformes. In the preservation of the repeated regions, an important role was fulfilled by recombination, which often unified the duplicated sequences. The mitogenomes with extra CR could be additionally favored by selection because these CRs increased the replication and transcription efficiency, and consequently the energy production. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the scenario suggested by us for the passerine mitogenome evolution is valid for the current data and may change when additional data about the mitogenomes appears. It is important to verify the already sequenced mitogenomes in terms of a duplicated region by using appropriate methods for their detection ([@evz209-B49]).

Conclusions
===========

The mitochondrial gene analyses have generated a well-supported phylogeny of Passeriformes, from the level of suborder to species. The analyses confirmed the higher-taxonomic classification of passerines and resolved deep relationships including early evolved lineages. In terms of phylogenetic relationships and variation, the Basal Oscines can represent groups in the rank of parvorders, whereas the lineages of Transitional Oscines can be included as superfamilies into parvorder Passerida. The other two sister groups of Passerida, supported in phylogenetic analyses, are Sylvioidea with Paroidea and Passeroidea with Muscicapoidea. The mitogenomes of Passeriformes have four types of rearrangements in respect to the duplication of CR and neighboring genes. Comparison of the mitogenome organization and phylogenetic relationships showed that the common ancestor of not only Passeriformes but also Falconiformes and Psittaciformes had a duplication of a CR with adjacent genes in the mitochondrial genome. This state was retained in early diverged lineages of passerines but the duplication disappeared after separation of Menurida. Other duplicated regions that are observed in *Notiomystis*, *Petroica*, *Turdus*, and the ancestor of Sylvioidea might result from independent duplications or inheritance from an ancestor. In some lineages, both duplicated regions were preserved but the second copy showed a greater tendency to shortening and accumulation of larger number of nucleotide substitutions. However, when the second copy was not degenerated, it usually lasted longer than its paralog. In other groups, the two CR copies became very similar due to concerted evolution when this homogenization occurred at the frequency higher than the speciation rate. The presence of the two CR copies in passerine mitogenomes is not associated with an increased mutational pressure in the mitogenome, for example, due to slower replication, as in parrots, and may be associated with a different replication mode of the mitogenome. The complex evolution of CRs means that phylogenetic trees based on this marker will show incorrect relationships between taxa, when only one CR copy is preserved or used in the reconstruction. The preservation of the second CR copy for a long time implies that both regions can play an important role in initiation and regulation of replication and transcription. They might also influence metabolic rate in Passeriformes.
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